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Having accumulated a variety of memory-objects from the discards of Delhi, Niroj Satpathy was 

invited to occupy Project_Space @ FICA Reading Room for the duration of June 2019. The Open 

Studio has developed from a consideration of object collections scavenged over the last eight years - 

from within the context of accumulation and segregation in his home/studio, to Project_Space. The 

night whirs and expands in the mind as in physical space through the exhibit, dense with memory 

forms. Open Studio is an invitation into imaginaries, that is grounded in the material world.  

 

During this artist residency, Project_Space took shape as a lab and capsule through Niroj’s 

examination and articulation of objects. With newly found material, from adjoining neighbourhoods, 

being repurposed to examine and intervene, there is the creation of a spatial assemblage that 

reflects other assemblage forms that have been brought in. In conjunction with the developing 

space, Niroj extended his reading of the city via the Drawing Walks conducted in FICA’s  

neighbouring localities of Lado Sarai and Saidulajaib, in collaboration with artist Gagan Singh. 

Immersing ourselves into the spaces, through conversation and drawing interventions, the “urban 

villages” introduced us to the city as a living organism through histories of disrepair, development, 

and forgetfulness.  

 

Collaboratively working with artist Supriyo Karmakar, Project_Space is brought to life with kinetic 

sculptures taking the form of unruly objects, with the perpetual buzz and motion within the space, 

from conversations suggested in sculpture and sound. A sense of precarity is imbued in the 

assemblages and objects captured mid-gesture, ready to continue along their unique cycles of 

discard and revitalisation, a recurring element in Niroj’s artistic practice. Contradictions are brought 

to mind with the stability of material mocking the instability of the Object as it circumnavigates 

possible assignments of meaning.  
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